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Unit Overview :

The evolution of still life is an interesting unit, where students will be
able to create dynamic still life composition in which they will
investigate shape, form and values while learning about the history of
still life and how it evolved in our days.



Activities and Tasks Overview:

At the beginning of this unit, students were introduced to key
terminologies about still life drawing. We focused on criteria A and B that
revolved around knowing and understanding shape, form, light and dark
tones, and eventually, represented their acquired knowledge through 
 developing drawing and shading skills. A clear understanding of
contouring, line qualities and drawing from direct observation helped
students to create a balanced composition. Students conducted a 
 research about famous artists and the evolution of still life through
comparing and contrasting different artworks. 

Assessment Overview :

 Students engaged with many inquiries that granted them the
opportunity to experience different drawing and sketching approaches.
Gradually in preparation for this unit’s summative, the students will
unravel high observational skills that will enable them to create a
personal response to the environment around them. Appreciating
beauty and change in aesthetics. All four criteria will be covered during
this unit, Criterion A (Knowing and Understanding), Criterion B
(Developing Skills), Criterion C (Thinking Creatively) and Criterion D
(Responding).











Unit Overview :
 
This unit focuses on the history of Greek theatre, Mythology, theatre and
structure. They are going to design a collage about the Greek theatre.



Activities and Tasks Overview : 

The first two weeks of the term were spent in introducing the two
performing arts’ options, drama and music, to students. We wanted
students to be sure about their choice as they will take the subject for
the rest of the year. Then, we started a Greek theater presentation
where students researched detailed elements of Greek theater.

Assessment Overview :

 A summative assessment will be given at the end October. It will be
about creating a collage using Greek theater visual resources.







Unit Overview :
 
students will discover different cuisines and focus on some French
regional dishes. They will also discover the most consumed food
elements in the world and get to know what a balanced dish is.



Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 2) :

Students worked on ice-breakers to get to know each other and to be
more comfortable using the language after the long holiday. They went
through a revision worksheet that was posted on Edunation. Learners
identified the unit: the title, statement of inquiry, key and related
concepts, global context, the objectives and the questions of the unit
(Factual, Conceptual and Debatable). After that, phase 2 started working
on “Qu’est-ce que tu aimes manger?”   They continued working on 
 exploring different dishes by watching two videos, “The ingredients of
your favorite dish” and “The top 10 famous dishes in France.”  Students
described their favorite dishes with the ingredients. Then, they worked
on pages 116+118 to discover new vocabularies and how to use some in
French “les articles partitifs” They identified how to buy from a
supermarket. All material is on Google Classroom and Managebac.

Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 3) :

 We started our semester by ice-breaking activities (songs and games).
Students completed a sheet about introducing themselves and what
they like and dislike. We revised some general information. We got to
know our first unit: title, statement of inquiry, key and related concepts,  
global context, the objectives of the unit and  factual, conceptual and
debatable questions. A brainstorming  activity was done by asking
students to mention what they know as fruits, vegetables, food etc in
French. Then, we had many games on “quizlet” where students enjoyed
revising and learning new words. They enjoyed playing a game together
at the supermarket by trying to know who memorises the most.
Students got to know how to use “ some” in French “ les articles partitifs”
We watched a video, did a worksheet together and had a game on
quizlet. They got to know the 10 essential foods  in France. They
answered questions about what they like to eat and what they don’t.
They researched the 10 essential foods in Jordan. They answered
questions about themselves: what they eat for breakfast, lunch and
dinner. We got to know what a balanced dish is. Students discovered
some regional Francophones dishes.



Assessment Overview :

 A diagnostic exam was done to place students into different phases
based on their levels. As a result, students were placed into three
phases. A formative assessment will be held  at the beginning of October
in  Criteria A (Comprehending Spoken and Visual Text)  and B
(Comprehending Written and Visual Text).









Unit Overview :
 
In this unit, students are exploring some amazing scientific and
industrial discoveries. They are learning about quantities and how to
represent and simplify them using exponents. They are also exploring
some of the exponent rules and  discovering scientific notations to
represent small and large quantities in several problems in context.



Activities and Tasks Overview :

 Students used a Venn diagram and flowchart to help them classify
different types of numbers. Students are working on various
investigations to explore exponents rules. This will help students to write
small and large numbers in a simple form. They will practice these rules
through online games.

Assessment Overview :

Students are practicing formative assessments on Criterion B
(Investigating Patterns) to prepare for the summative assessment.
Criterion A (Knowing and Understanding) is being practiced formatively
during classes.

Service as Action :

Students will have the opportunity to explore different ways to spread
awareness after they conduct a research on the size of  coronavirus
compared to other viruses, and  the spread of this virus compared to
other viruses. The numbers that they will get will help them in some
decisions about the spread of this virus.









Unit Overview :

This unit focuses on the history of the world cup as well as football
exercises and drills to develop skills and movement technique.

Activities and Tasks Overview :

The students worked in groups to extract information about the history
of the world cup. They practiced dribbling skills in soccer.

Assessment Overview  : 

Students will do a formative assessment in Criterion A (Knowing and
Understanding) where the teacher will divide the class to groups to
discuss the history of the world cup.  Then, they will do formative
assessment in Criterion B (Planning for Performance) where the teacher
will divide the class into groups and will give each group a specific skill to
refine and develop it through a program they will make.









ATL Overview :

ATL skills are an essential part of the MYP programme. They help
students learn how to learn. Also, they develop the self-knowledge and
skills they need to enjoy a lifetime of learning. It consists of 5 main
categories, with ten clusters including; Communication, Collaboration,
Information literacy, Media literacy, Affective skills, Organization skills,
Reflection skills, Creative and Critical thinking skills and Transfers skills.
ATLs are ungraded skills, however, students are encouraged to reflect on
their development.

Month Overview :

This month’s unit we will focused on Academic Honesty in line with the
IB programme, as well as the school’s policy. Hence, this unit focused on
citation and referencing, as well as techniques on evaluating the
resources used. Moreover, students learned the basics of research and
mind-mapping, using different techniques and websites such as
www.mindmeister.com to help organize their thoughts as visual
diagrams and generate inquiries.



Activities and Tasks Overview :

 Students practiced mind maps using specific programs for one of their
areas of interest as to start a research. They practiced writing debatable
and factual questions and they also started to recognise the clarity and
focus of their questions. Students did research for different topics then
they had to evaluate the resources and write the correct citation for that
resource with all the components using citation generator websites.


